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The Internet and technology have 
transformed the way we live… 



…the way we work 



…learn 



…shop 



…communicate 



…keep track of things 



…and make decisions 



But, some things still lag behind…  



…there are still serious concerns about
high costs, avoidable medical errors,
administrative inefficiencies, and poor care
coordination, all of which are closely
connected to the failure to incorporate
health information technology into our
health care system.

Despite spending over
$1.6 trillion on health
care as a nation…



Technology can also
transform

our health care.
transform



IMAGINE >>> >>>
• electronic records
• patient access
• patient safety
• decision support
• partnerships

Knowledgeable
patients are better

able to make
informed

health care choices,
stay healthy,

and seek services
when they

need them.



• CPRS
• VistA
• BCMA
• VistA Imaging

VA Electronic Medical Record MHV Personal Health Record

•The VistA Computerized
Patient Record System
(CPRS) is the authoritative
VA medical record.
• The veteran "owns"
his/her My HealtheVet
Personal Health Record.

• The veteran can request
that a copy of key portions
of his/her VistA record be
electronically extracted
and sent to the My
HealtheVet system.

• The veteran controls
access (delegation).



Veterans want:
•accurate, timely access to their
health information
•to take an active role in
managing their own health
•to make informed, educated
health care decisions
•to refill prescriptions and check
appointments online
•one stop shopping for benefits
and services
•to communicate with their
healthcare provider
electronically

Clinicians want:
•provision of clinically sound
patient health education
materials
•to decrease unnecessary clinic
visits
•to support patient-tracked
metrics
•information sharing to support
co-managed care
•wellness reminders
•to utilize technology that will
maximize time
•engaged and informed patients

Inform
Engage
Activate



· Demographics, admissions, and
appointments

· Vitals and allergies
· Prescriptions
· Progress notes
· Discharge summaries
· Basic problem list information
· Lab reports: chemistry, microbiology,

microscopy, cytology and  pathology
· ECG  and radiology reports

Over 7,365 pilot participants at 9 VA Medical Centers

Medical Record extracts
Self entered metrics
Patient Health Education Libraries
Patient controlled secure information sharing

My HealtheVet Pilot Program



Incremental releases of new features
VistA EHR  Secure Messaging  Delegation 

My HealtheVet National Program

More than 326,758 Registered Users
•Online Prescription Refills
•Health Education Information
•Self-assessment Tools
•Health Journals and eLogs
•Veteran Specific Conditions
•Seasonal Health Reminders
•Wellness Calendar
•One stop Benefits/Services
•And More…



www.myhealth.va.gov



Personal
Information

In Case of
Emergency

Printable
Wallet Card

Profiles

Account
Management



Pharmacy

Refill
Prescriptions

Prescriptions
History

Medications,
OTC, Herbals,
Supplements



Research
Health

Diseases and
Conditions

Service
Related
Conditions

Common
Conditions

Medical
Library

MedlinePlus

HealthWise



Get Care

Caregivers

Providers and
Physicians

Treatment
Facilities

Treatment
Locations

My Coverage

Health
Insurance

Health
Calendar



Track Health

Vitals &
Readings

Labs & Tests

Health History

Family Health
History

Military
History

Allergies

Immunizations

Journals

Personal
Health
Summary

Worksheets
for activity,
food intake,
health
readings



MHV
Community

VA Benefits

VA Forms

Events &
Programs

VA Honors
Veterans

Get Involved

VA News

In the
Spotlight



My HealtheVet Statistics
Over 1.8 million Refills Processed                                    
Daily Average RX refills for 2006 is approximately 4,500 

92% Veterans
60% Patients
 5% VA Employees
 3% Care Providers
 3% Advocate/Family



My HealtheVet Feedback

“I feel more in control and
aware of my choices.”

“This is a great thing for us,
I love being able to refill
prescriptions.”

“It’s been great, I wish I had
it years ago.”

“This has greatly improved
my health care.”



The Internet and technology have 
transformed the way we live… 

...communicating
...learning

...keeping track of
things

...making decisions
Changing behaviors...

Increasing patient safety...
Improving health...



The ‘point of care’ has changed.



Technology is also
transforming

the way we deliver health care.
transforming

www.myhealth.va.gov 



Implementation

My HealtheVet Was Created

With the Veteran In Mind

Enhances Screens
(508)

Community

C
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ro
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ry

Employees



MHV Clinical Adoption

• Seek out clinical champions.
• Establish a Clinical Advisory

Board.
• Build Upon Successful Practices

• The MHV points of contact have shared implementation tips and
clinical successful practices.  We are gathering these successful
practices and making them available through the Communications
and Training Portal (vaww.va.gov/myhealthevet).

•The MHV Program Office is developing a strategy for preparing
veterans to use a personal health record, and for preparing clinicians
to work with veterans who use a personal health record.

• Patient and Provider Education will be key



My HealtheVet: Provider
Adoption of a Personal
Health Record

David M. Douglas, MD
US Dept. of Veterans Affairs



Quote for the Day

On résiste à l'invasion des armées;
on ne résiste pas à l'invasion des idées.

Victor Hugo (History of a Crime, 1852)

“You can stop an army, but you can’t stop
an idea whose time has come”

My HealtheVet is an idea
whose time has come!



Agenda

• Background on Consumer Health Informatics
• Portland VAMC Experience with MHV Pilot
• Fears, Facts, and Urban Legends of Provider

Adoption of MHV
• Barriers to further Provider Adoption
• Inverse Care Law
• What if….



Consumer Health Informatics

• Consumer Health Informatics is the branch of
medical informatics that analyses consumers'
needs for information; studies and
implements methods of making information
accessible to consumers; and models and
integrates consumers' preferences into
medical information systems.

• Traditionally Medical Informatics has focused
on providers and institutions

• Consumer Informatics expands and applies
Medical Informatics to consumers



Why focus on consumers?

• Patient empowerment
• Customized health information tailored to

individuals
• Equalize relationships between health

professionals and patients
• Self Service
• Reduce costs
• Improve safety



Bringing medical knowledge to consumers

• Initial strategy has been to adapt
applications for professionals to the needs
of consumers

• Systems tend to provide the greatest
benefit to those with the least knowledge

• Focus not on diagnosis as much as triage
• Disease Management
• Drug Interactions
• Lifestyle changes

Eysenbach BMJ 2000



MHV Pilot

• MHV Pilot Project allows veterans to access
personal health records over the Internet.

• For 2 years, Portland VAMC has been  one of 5
sites to participate in the MHV Pilot Project

• >5000 veterans at PVAMC now access their
own medical records using MHV.

• Clinical adoption at PVAMC has undergone an
extraordinary reversal from fierce resistance to
enthusiastic support.



PVAMC Medical Staff Council
September 15, 2004

• Motion before the Council
– Portland VAMC will participate in a pilot project to

allow veterans electronic access to their medical
records

• Discussion
–  Increase in provider workload
– Telephone Care will be deluged
– Patient dissatisfaction, overreaction, and hysteria
– Negative impact on paper based ROI
– Congressional and Patient Advocate Complaints
– Medical record will now be censored
– “This will ruin the practice of medicine!”



PVAMC Medical Staff Council
September 15, 2004

• Compromise:  MHV Pilot will be allowed but
– CPRS Consult allows PCP to serve as a gatekeeper
– Maximum of 30 patients/month
– Patients must have classroom training
– 3-4 week turnaround for veteran access
– Careful monitoring of provider workload, complaints,

chart amendment requests, and potential ROI
backlog.

• Strategy:  Engineer (cumbersome) MHV process
to limit enrollment until impact can be measured



MHV Enrollment Process
Instructor

ROI

Account Maker / Scheduler (AM/S)

Veteran

Model: Casewise Framework Example

Diagram: My HealtheVet Enrollment Process

Last Updated: 12/1/04
By: Administrator

Wants an
Account

Fill out enrollment
form.  Turn into

AM/S

Create consult to
show request
received

FAX
Snail-Mail
Drop Off

Approve Change consult
Status to Active

Yes

Print Form 10-5345
to AM/S printer

Initiate Acct.
creation in VistA

Keep form for
instructor

Receive letter

Attend class

Update as no-show
in appointment
scheduler

Teach class

Receive ROI forms from
Vets and turn into ROI.
[include 2nd offense
blank forms with
instructors note on it]

Receives form
and files

1st offense? Yes

Send letter - just
as is done in
paper process

No

Take attendence.
Was Vet present for

class?

Yes

Forward attendance sheet to
AM/S (also forward 1st
offense no-show ROI forms)

No

Sign Roi Form and
return to instructor

Inactivate MHV
account

No

Check out the
appointment in
appointment manager

Confirm appt. with
a call 1 day prior to

appointment?
Make appointment
and print letter

Was vet present for
class?

No

Yes

Print Registration
form and attach to

10-5345

Update consult
(with date) to show
that it has been
scheduled (in

CPRS)

Send Letter

Print and send
letter

Update as no-show
in appointment
scheduler

Print 2nd no-show
letter

Cancel consult with
note that patient is
out of program

FORMS
* 10-5345

* Enrollment Form
* Vista Registration Form

Make appointment
and print letter

Comment on
consult about
appointment
change

Comment on consult must include:
1. Affirming that the Vet changed his/her

password
2. Affirming that the Vet requested his /her

download
3. That he/she had no further questions
4. Was the vet accompanied by anyone?

Complete
consult



Initial Impact

• Provider workload/dissatisfaction goes up
because of the gatekeeper role

• Mental Health providers report that limiting their
patients access adds no value

• Patient complaints go up because of
– 2-4 week wait for access
– Quotas limiting enrollment to 30/month
– Provider opts out

• 3 complaints about content of the medical record
• 1 CPRS Chart Amendment request



PVAMC Medical Staff Council
Revisits MHV 6 months later

March 15, 2005

• Providers do not want to be a gatekeeper
• All but 1 mental health clinic determines that

their mental health progress notes should not
be considered sensitive

• Patients highly satisfied
• Enrollment process must be streamlined
• Eliminate classroom requirement
• Engineer “1 Hour Photoshop Model” of MHV

Pilot enrollment



Kiosk (15
minute

process)

Veteran walks
up and Fills
out an
application



15 Minute Photoshop Model

Wireless Technology, Ergonomic
Design, Exceeding Customer

Expectations

  Veteran fills out application at Kiosk
  Clerk opens My HealtheVet user menu
  Reprint 'Welcome' Letter For Registered Veteran
  DSS/ROI Records Check
  Create e-vault
  Assemble User packet
  In Person Authentication
  Veteran signs 5345-a
  Update Databases
  Veteran receives username, password, and information packet
  Veteran logs on to MHV



Portland VA Medical Center Statistics



Portland VA Medical Center Statistics (cont’d.)



A leader in health care technology…….



Veteran Satisfaction with MHV Pilot 

• IRB approved Research Project:
– Evaluation of MHV Implementation at

Portland VAMC
• Methods:  Survey 2 groups

– classroom training n=62
– Hard Copy Manual n=59



Veteran Satisfaction with MHV Pilot (cont’d.) 

• No significant difference in how useful the
veterans rated classroom vs. paper based training

• No significant difference in ease of remembering
information learned in classroom vs. paper based
training

• No significant difference in veterans perception
that MHV was easy to use

• No significant difference in high degree of
satisfaction with access to PHR



Empowerment Statements 

• I am better prepared for my office visits.
– 62% agree or strongly agree

• I can better understand the instructions from
my doctor
– 67% agree or strongly agree

• I have more control and power to manage my
health care
– 74% agree or strongly agree



Veteran to Veteran 

• I would recommend MHV to my friends.
– 84% agree or strongly agree

• I believe all veterans should use MHV.
– 81% agree or strongly agree



Fears, Facts, and Urban Legends 

• MHV Pilot did not
– Increase patient advocate complaints over

content of the medical record
– Result in even one congressional complaint
– Result in even one report of a patient

misinterpreting or overreacting to medical
data

– Increase requests for chart amendment
–  Support the argument that mental health

patient access to medical records should be
restricted



Fears, Facts, and Urban Legends (cont’d.) 

• MHV Pilot did
– Improve veteran satisfaction as measured by

anecdote and a research project
– Reduce the volume of ROI requests
– Reduce the volume of paper printed in

response to ROI requests
– Result in 1 chart amendment request
– Convert the medical staff into MHV supporters



Paper based release of information……. 

Paper based ROI before and after MHV Enrollment
n = 1392

62,774

14,252
0

20,000
40,000
60,000
80,000

100,000

Before MHV
Access

After MHV Access

Pages Printed



ROI Office Activity 

Did MHV Pilot affect activity at the 
"Bricks and Mortar" ROI Office?

672 632
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129 142

760

0
200
400
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800
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Prior to
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After
MHV

Only       

None
prior
none
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# of ROI
Requests
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made Requests



Barriers to further Provider Adoption  

• MHV Pilot did not
– Result in veterans delegating access to a VA or

non-VA providers
– Lead to significant viewing of patient-entered

information by providers
• Separate Application and Username
• Lack of training
• Limited understanding of how to incorporate

MHV into clinical practice
• Even in Portland, only a minority of patients

use MHV



How to improve Provider Adoption  

• Increase patient enrollment
• Interface Patient PHR with Provider EMR

– Eliminate separate log-on
– Facilitate Provider ability to validate and

capture patient entered information
• Promote PHR as means for Patient to be a

member of Health Care Team:
– Customized “patient-friendly” treatment plan
– Customized outcome measures
– Reminders and Alerts
– Medication Reconciliation and other safety

measures



The Inverse Care Law
(J Tudor Hart, 1971, The inverse care law, Lancet 1 405-12)

• Inverse Care Law:  Availability of health
care is inversely proportional to need.

OR
• Those in the worst health are least likely to

receive services.
AS APPLIED TO MHV

• The sickest veterans are least likely to
have access to or know how to use a
computer.



What If……..
• VA waiting rooms were wireless hotspots so

veterans could access MHV while waiting for an
appointment?

• VA Retail Stores had a high profile campaign to
discount laptops and PCs for veteran purchase?

• A robust training program helped veterans &
providers to incorporate MHV into
appointments?

• MHV allowed Internet-based Appointment
check-in 24 hours in advance?

• MHV allowed patient entered information (PMH
and Medication Reconciliation) to be easily
imported into Provider Progress Notes?



CHIEF COMPLAINT



PAST MEDICAL HISTORY



Selected Metrics for Chronic Disease Tracking



SURGICAL HISTORY



PATIENT ALLERGIES



MEDICATION RECONCILIATION



OTC/Herbal Medications



DATA UTILIZATION –
Convenient and Efficient

• Demographic information sent
via VistA email to administrative
personnel for review and
updating

• Historical information can be
printed and/or imported to
CPRS as patient data object for
eventual review by clinical
provider

• Medication information may be
included in chart documentation
using data objects and/or
reconciled with active
medication lists

Patient
Data

Object



Quote for the Day

On résiste à l'invasion des armées;
on ne résiste pas à l'invasion des idées.

Victor Hugo (History of a Crime, 1852)

“You can stop an army, but you can’t stop
an idea whose time has come”

My HealtheVet is an idea
whose time has come!



My HealtheVet in Action:  Ronald D. Brimmer

A Veteran’s Testimony

NOTE: The Ron Brimmer story first appeared in the Commission on
Systemic Interoperability report.  Further information may be found at
Ending the Document Game: Connecting and Transforming Your
Healthcare Through Information Technology.
www.endingthedocumentgame.gov



Ronald D. Brimmer

Veteran
A Veteran’s Testimony

Ron Brimmer’s health is a lot better these days because of My HealtheVet.  The Department
of Veterans Affairs (VA) began the interactive electronic medical records program in 2003
at VA hospitals to better connect doctors with patients and to provide both of them with
critical medical information whenever they need it.  Ron was one of the first veterans to
test this new electronic patient records system, and he is now one of its biggest advocates.

Nearly 30 years ago, Ron injured his back,
knee, and both shoulders.  He is mobile only
with crutches or using his electric scooter.
Maintaining mobility is an ongoing process,
which includes physical therapy and visits
with three to five doctors on a regular basis.
But My HealtheVet makes managing his care
a lot easier.  It enables him to access his VA
medical records at home; review his
prescriptions, blood test results, and notes
from the doctor; and even add information
or update his record.

With My HealtheVet, Ron is healthier because
his visits to a VA doctor are now more focused,
and his care is more personally directed.
Ron is better informed about his treatment and
as his health has improved; his visits to the
doctor have actually decreased.  When he sees
a doctor outside the VA system, he can print his
VA medical records and take them along –
that’s a real time and trouble saver for Ron, who
lives 35 miles from the hospital and would
otherwise have to drive in and request his
records in person.  Electronic records at the VA
have even kept Ron from taking medications
that would interact with each other.



My HealtheVet in Action:  Video Clip

The Perfect Visit

Video:  The Perfect Visit



Panel Discussion
With

The My HealtheVet Team




